The Tsubaki Group’s Products and Network
The Tsubaki Group is providing customers around the world with
products that provide the best solutions and benefit society.

Tsubaki Products—Supporting Lifestyles and the Future
Step chains are used to drive escalator steps.
Tsubaki chains support daily lifestyles from
the ground up.

Timing belts and reducers are used in the
opening and closing mechanism for automatic doors. Tsubaki is playing a key role at
the entrances of office buildings and commercial facilities that are used by large numbers of people.

Clean-room environments are required for
the production of photovoltaic panels. Many
Tsubaki products, such as plastic chains and
power cylinders, are used in these production processes.

Timing chain drive systems are used in automotive engines and plastic cableveyors are
used in mini power slide doors.

減速機
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• 自動ドアの開閉装置にも用いられている減速機。多くの人が行きかうオフィスビルや商業施設の入り口で、つばきの減速機がひと役を担っています。
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Product Overview
Lineup of Products that Meet Customer Needs
Our products, which are widely used in the fields of power transmission and materials
handling, were all created as solutions for customers.

Chain Operations
Drive chains
Small-pitch conveyor chains
Large-pitch conveyor chains
Top chains
Sprockets
Support and guidance systems for cables and hoses
Timing belts and pulleys
RS roller chains

Small-pitch conveyor chains

Reducer lineup

Precision planetary gear reducers

Timing chain drive systems

Timing chain drive system parts

Automatic sorting equipment / Linisort

AGV roll paper feeding system

Power Transmission Units
and Components Operations
Reducers / Variable speed drives
Linear actuators
Locking devices
Shaft couplings
Cam clutches
Overload protectors

Automotive Parts Operations
Products for automotive engines
Timing chain drive systems
Timing chains
  (roller chains, silent chains)
Tensioners
Guides / Levers
Sprockets
Power drive chains

Materials Handling Systems
Operations
Systems for the distribution industry
Systems for the pharmaceutical industry
Systems for newspaper printing factories
Other conveyance, sorting, and storage systems
Modular conveyors
Bulk handling systems
Metalworking chip handling /
  coolant processing systems
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These numerous parts, units, and systems are the products of the customization technologies used by the Tsubaki Group to
meet the needs of its customers. Moving forward, we will leverage the Tsubaki Group’s advanced technologies and system development capabilities to provide best solutions, not only in environmental countermeasures, which are increasing in
importance, but also in such areas as IT, operational speed, and cost reductions.

Large-pitch conveyor chains

Plastic top chains

Cableveyors

Timing belts

Power cylinders

Cam clutches

Power locks

Couplings

Roller chains

Silent chains

Tensioners

Power drive chains

Conveyance system for automobile
painting lines

Zip Chain Lifter

Flow conveyors

Coolant and scrap processing systems
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Tsubaki Products Used in a Wide Range of Fields
We have provided the products that are the best match for the diverse needs of customers.
Moving forward, we will resolve a range of issues arising from differences in countries, regions,
and business environments and provide the best solutions.

Advanced Technology and
Certain Quality
Tsubaki industrial chains, No. 1 global market share
Our lineup of drive chains and conveyor chains includes
about 20,000 varieties, from steel chains to plastic chains.
In a wide range of industries, such as industrial machinery, machine tools, shipbuilding, steel, LCDs / semiconductors, and food, we are providing optimal chains of the
highest quality.
Chains are found everywhere in things that are in motion. Tsubaki’s most advanced chains are widely used
throughout society.
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Precision Control of Industrial
Machines
In the field of motion control, Tsubaki has
an abundant lineup of precision products.
We offer precision products that control the intricate
movement of machinery in a wide range of settings,
even in daily life.
Reducers are used to lift and lower elevators and in
multilevel car parking towers and linear actuators are used
to open and close the roofs of arcades and the doors of Ferris wheels. Couplings are used in wind-power generation
systems. Cam Clutches are used in ski lifts to back stop.
Abundant product lineups and combined technologies provide precision control of movement, such as
rotation, speed reduction, linear movement, shaft locking, and shock absorption.

This bookbinding equipment uses Lambda chains. These chains, which offer
long wear life even though they are lube-free, are widely used in printing
equipment and food processing equipment, which are adversely affected by
greasy dirt.

Tsubaki’s precision disk couplings are used to connect the speed increaser with
the generator in 1MW class wind-power generation systems. These disk couplings contribute to steady power transmission in the wind turbines.

Bucket-type continuous unloaders provide continuous unloading of cargo from
dry bulkers, such as iron ore and coal. Unloader conveyor chains are used to
drive the buckets, which are used in harsh environments.

Worm gear reducers are used to lift and lower elevators. They contribute to comfortable rides and safety.

More-Advanced,
More-Compact,
Longer Wear Life Parts
Tsubaki automotive products are the choice of the
world’s automakers.
In timing chain drive systems, which drive automotive
engine cam shafts, the Tsubaki Group has a domestic
market share of 72%* and a global market share of 34%*.
Tsubaki automotive parts, which are produced and
supplied through a system of six bases—in Japan, the
United States, Europe, Thailand, China, and South Korea—have been highly evaluated by the world’s leading
automakers. They are also used in hybrid cars, which are
recording rapid growth in demand.
* Share data is based on the Company’s research.

Leveraging Proposal
Capabilities in Conveyance,
Storage, and Sorting
Controlling the flow of goods and information at
work sites in the manufacturing and distribution
industries.
Large numbers of Tsubaki automatic sorting systems
have been installed in parcel collection and delivery
centers, and as a result we are sometimes referred to as
“sorting Tsubaki.” In the domestic market for automobile
body painting line conveyance systems, we are one of
the leaders in the number of installed units.
We provide innovative solutions in conveyance
systems for bulk materials, such as cement and biomass,
as well as in modular conveyors, such as Zip Chain Lifters.

This V-type engine uses a Tsubaki timing chain drive system. These systems are
also used in the engines of hybrid cars.

Linisort tray-type high-speed automatic sorting equipment accommodates
diverse product shapes, such as in the apparel, sundries, and food industries.
Actively used in a wide range of distribution applications, with features including high speed combined with quiet, safe, and highly reliable operation.

Tsubaki automotive parts (from inside: power drive chain, silent chain, roller
chain) meet the demanding quality requirements of automakers, including
durability, quietness, and compactness.

Aiming for the realization of individualized medicine, our sample storage system
was used in the Biobank, which has collected DNA and blood samples from
300,000 people. In addition, many of these systems are in use in the discovery
research facilities of pharmaceutical companies.
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Tsubaki’s Global Network
The wide-ranging network of the Tsubaki Group, in both production and sales, provides real-time
support for the business operations of customers, in Japan and overseas.

 O verseas Group
Companies
 O verseas Plants, Offices,
Service Centers
Major Sales Outlets

Sales Composition by Region for Fiscal 2010

12%
5%

Japan (13 companies)

18%
65%
Japan

Kyotanabe Plant

Saitama Plant

Kyoto Plant

North America / South America (3 companies)

U.S. Tsubaki, Inc. (UST)

UST Holyoke Plant

UST Chicopee Plant

North America
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Tsubakimoto Singapore
Pte. Ltd.

Tsubakimoto Automotive
(Thailand) Co., Ltd.

Asia / Oceania

Tsubaki of Canada Limited

Europe (3 companies)

Tsubakimoto Europe B.V.

Asia / Oceania (17 companies)

Taiwan Tsubakimoto Co.

Europe

Hyogo Plant

Tsubaki Australia Pty. Limited

Tsubakimoto Automotive
(Shanghai) Co., Ltd.

KabelSchlepp GmbH

